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Traditions:
Maintaining Our History
WINTER 1995
M
ost alums of recent
years will remember
Dr. Dixon's annual
dandelion chapel
message. Singing
"Christ is All I Need,"
or "I Woke Up This Morning" is another
Dixon tradition. "Traditions are
important," says Dr. Paul Dixon. "They
speak of maintaining your history, who
you are, and your mission."
The Dixon family abounds with
traditions—those they established early in
their marriage, those they observe with
their son's family, and those they started
and carry on at Cedarville College.
As a couple, the Dixons chose Psalm
37:23 to engrave on their wedding rings.
They also choose a verse for each year.
This year's verse is Psalm 138:8, "The
Lord will perfect that which concerneth
me: thy mercy, 0 Lord, endureth for ever:
forsake not the works of thine own hands."
The Christmas holidays are synonymous
with family traditions. Each year, a friend
in North Carolina secures a large Douglas
fir for the Dixons' gathering room. They
have Christmas trees in every room of the
house, and now that grandchildren gladden
their lives, there is a children's tree for the
small ones to decorate. Scott '84 and Sara
Beattie Dixon '84 have four children—
Andrew (9), Benjamin (6), Anna (4), and
Seth (2). Mrs. Dixon maintains a
collection of ornaments for each child,
each year adding to the collection. She
intends to present the ornaments to the
grandchildren when they marry. Oysters
and dressing are traditional at Christmas,
and black-eyed peas are served for New
Years. The Dixons visit the college
students in their decorated dorm rooms
during the Christmas open houses.
"Each year," says Mrs. Dixon, "I give
Sara a 'slave week,' when I do whatever
she would like done." Mrs. Dixon has kept
clothing from special occasions, such as
wedding wear and the
first maternity dress, to
pass on. The
grandchildren are
wearing some of the
clothing Scott wore as
a child.
Cedarville College
abounds with
traditions that the
Dixons began. They
host receptions in their
home each spring for
the graduating seniors.
Each year, they also
invite the presidents of all the student
organizations into their home for a
meeting on "Leadership with Class."
"Excellence is important in all arenas of
life," states Dr. Dixon. "God created and
said, 'It is good.' He did things with
excellence, and so should we."
Dr. Dixon started the Fall Convocation,
the annual Charter Day beginning in 1986
with Cedarville's Centennial, and Charter
Week to recall the college history. Alumni
Week and the Homecoming Alumni
Chapel have become traditions, as well as
other special chapels presented by seniors,
Who's Who honorees, and faculty and
staff. The annual theme for the college
year is prayerfully selected and visually
presented on the wall behind the chapel
platform. A Monday morning chapel is
dedicated to recognizing students.
Dr. Dixon gives prizes to students from
the largest family, from the greatest
distance, and many other catagories. The
Sophomore Celebration Breakfast and ice
cream social for President's Scholars are
also Dixon traditions.
Mrs. Dixon's talent for
decorating is evident on the
campus. Each season brings a
different decor to the chapel
platform. When the students return
from Thanksgiving vacation, the
%he Dixon family giallo-A. 1a,- Homecoming 1995. Not pictured: Anna Dixon (4)
campus has been transformed for the
Christmas season.
We are grateful for the Dixons'
leadership and role modeling and for the
traditions they have given us.
Our
Traditions
Cedarville College
Benchmarks For The 21st Century
In 1988, the administration and Board of Trustees at Cedarville College established 20
benchmarks—the traditions that have given Cedarville College strength over the years and
those traditions that will carry us into the 21st century.
1. Mission driven
The college mission provides the focus for the direction of the College and is
consistently articulated before all our constituencies.
2. Commitment to strategic planning
Strategic planning drives the vision and helps to fulfill the mission of the College. The
process involves the trustees, administrators, faculty, and staff. Resource decisions are
directly related to the strategic plan.
3. Bible minor for all students
A minor in Bible is a required portion of every baccalaureate program.
4. Chapel
Daily chapel is central to the experience for our Cedarville College family. It is the
heartbeat of a Christian college, and it will continue to be a priority with attendance
required of faculty and students.
S. Commitment to evangelism and discipleship
A commitment to evangelism and discipleship motivates the spiritual life of the
College and is integrated throughout the various programs. Fulfilling the Great
Commission will continue to be a major focus.
6. Commitment to strengthening the Christian faith
A commitment to strengthening the Christian faith motivates emphases on biblical
scholarship and an informed passion of the propagation of the Word of God.
7. Baptist
The College retains its doctrinal statement historically identified as Baptist while
offering its education to a broad diversity of Christian students.
8. Unity on the doctrinal statement with acceptance of diversity in other areas
College personnel manifest unwavering unity on the doctrinal statement with
acceptance of the exercise of Christian liberty in other areas.
9. Distinction between biblical mandates and institutional preferences
A distinction between biblical mandates and institutional preferences is maintained to
create a productive atmosphere for developing Christian lifestyle patterns and
attitudes.
10. A caring family
The college family reaches out with genuine care, wherever and however possible, to
its own members, alumni, local community, and others.
11. Comprehensive academics
Comprehensive academics with a traditional liberal arts core prepares graduates for
graduate school and professional careers and provides the foundation for lifelong
learning and personal and family development.
Our
Traditions
12. Primarily an undergraduate institution
Quality in undergraduate higher education is the core of the college program. When
graduate programs are considered, they will be started only if they enhance the quality
of the undergraduate program.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
Balance
Programming will maintain a responsiveness to the whole person with the resulting
balance of the spiritual, academic, professional, personal, social, and physical.
Strong extracurricular activities program
A strong extracurricular activities program involving as many students as possible
enhances personal, social, physical, and leadership development.
Sound management principles
The exercise of faith and the stewardship of God's resources require sound
management and fiscal policies.
Non-governmental support
As a part of its commitment to independence and to the free enterprise philosophy, the
College operates apart from direct support from the government.
Price/value
Costs to students remain competitive with lower cost competitors while the value of
the educational experience is equal to or greater than higher cost competitors.
Assuring student access
Academic pricing and standards are set to provide opportunity for enrollment and
degree completion by a diverse student population.
Strategic involvement in community development
The College is involved with local and regional planning entities as an active
participant in community growth.
Recruitment, development, and retention of personnel
The recruitment, development, and retention of competent and dedicated personnel
contribute to the long-term benefit of the College and the value of its programs.
The Rock
F
or nearly 20 years, members
of the Cedarville College
family have enjoyed the
tradition of The Rock.
Located between the College
Center, Milner Business
Administration Building, and ENS Center,
The Rock has endured countless paintings,
its message often changing every day.
Those who use The Rock to convey their messages include individuals proposing to
girlfriends or boyfriends, organizations intent on showing their spirit, or dormitory residents
expressing their creativity.
The most popular medium for decorating The Rock is spray paint. Almost every color in
the spectrum has probably been used on The Rock, but two- or three-color schemes seem
most prevalent for each new rendering.
This particular rock has only been around since October 28, 1978. Before its arrival, the
college family had a "spirit log." It was the trunk of an old tree, and students often competed
for possession of the spirit log. Men's dormitories particularly enjoyed this rivalry, although
Faith Hall successfully captured it once.
Before the spirit log came to campus, students liked to hide the bell that belonged to the
college bookstore. That bell is now cemented in front of the Athletic Center.
Even prior to the tradition of hiding the bell, students had two other rocks that often
"disappeared" and reappeared in odd places on campus or around town. The first rock came
to campus through the efforts of the Class of 1960, which includes Dwayne Frank, Merlin
Ager, Pete Reese, and David Matson. A second rock found its way to campus a few years
later. Both rocks could be moved by four or five people and, unfortunately, someone was
injured during an attempt to hide one of the rocks. As a result, both rocks were dumped into
a pond.
Today's Rock weighs between nine and ten tons and is not easily moved. It will likely
remain in its present location and continue to capture the creative communication of the
Cedarville College students.
Blending Traditions
c
hancellor James T. Jeremiah and Ethel Rayburn
Jeremiah discovered that their respective families
share some of the same traditions. They
celebrated their first anniversary in March and
are enjoying their second marriage.
A Christmas morning tradition of both families
that Dr. and Mrs. Jeremiah continue is to read Luke 2 and pray
before opening gifts. A new Christmas tradition takes them to
El Cajon, California where they attend "Sounds of the Season,"
an annual musical presented by Shadow Mountain Community
Church, pastored by Dr. David Jeremiah '64. On the return trip,
the Jeremiahs stop in Waterloo, Iowa to visit Mrs. Jeremiah's
daughter Marilyn Rayburn Twigg '78 and her family. The
holidays conclude with a New Years Day tradition that Mrs. Jeremiah brought to the
new marriage—dining out with friends.
Continuing the tradition of serving others and serving the Lord holds high priority
with these senior saints. Dr. Jeremiah continues his daily radio program, "The Senior
Advantage." He also has a full schedule of speaking engagements to senior groups at
churches and camps, accompanied by his wife, who manages the book table. Mrs.
Jeremiah continues her weekly service as a Red Cross volunteer at Greene Memorial
Hospital in Xenia, Ohio.
.*
Clidilura 1 Christmas
Tree Becomes Campus
Tradition
ir,his is the third year that the AlumniAssociation has displayed aCultural Christmas Tree for theenjoyment of alumni who return toHomecoming. The tree, its manybeautiful ornaments donated by
alumni, answered a need to recognize and involve
our 175 alumni who live and serve in a variety of
cultures overseas and in the United States.
The tree is also displayed for the student body
during the month of December, and prayer
requests for those alumni in missions and living
overseas are brought before the student body in
chapel each day. Students have also become
involved by bringing back ornaments from MIS trips. The first tree, lighted in
1993, held 64 donated ornaments. If you would like to donate an ornament for the
tree, please mail it to the Alumni Office, P.O. Box 601, Cedarville, OH 45314,
along with any information about the ornament, the culture, and yourself.
Project Angel Tree
Straight From The
Heart
F
or nine years, members of the Cedarville College family and
listeners of the CDR Radio Network have helped parents who
are in prison share Christmas with their children by providing
gifts on their behalf.
"Angel Tree provides a great hands-on learning experience
about the blessings that come from giving," says CDR Radio's
Mark Kordic '87N, coordinator of the annual outreach. "We are not just
giving gifts such as clothing and toys," Kordic says. "With each gift is an
illustrated booklet, telling about the life of Jesus and the plan of salvation—the
story of what Christmas is all about."
One of the goals of the project is to restore family ties which are often
broken by the pressures of incarceration. Prayers
have been answered in a number of families.
Several former inmates who had gifts delivered
to their children when they were behind bars
have become believers and now serve as
active donors to other families!
The project is sponsored in conjunction
with Prison Fellowship, an international
Christian outreach. If you are
interested in taking part in Project
Angel Tree in your community,
contact the CDR Radio Network
at 1-800-333-0601.
ANGEL TREE
A Ministry of Prison Fellowship
from The Director's Chair
  remember the most wonderful traditions my family hadj.
when I was a small child. Everyone got new clothes for
Easter (all five children!). Then we would have an Easter
egg hunt after dinner and, well, the clothes weren't new for
long. Or my dad always hung lights at Christmas. Not just
on the Christmas tree indoors, but on the house, the dog
house, lining the driveway, over the bushes, on every tree in the yard.
And anything else that did not move twinkled at Christmas time. And
now that I have a family of my own, the traditions that I established for
myself as a young adult are important to me as I pass them down to my
son—reading the Christmas story of Jesus' birth from the New
Testament Gospels; inviting co-workers and students over at every
holiday so they can enjoy a "family away from family;" fixing waffles
and bacon for Sunday night dinner.
Cedarville. College began some of these traditions for me. As I recall
the times I was invited to spend holidays with friends when my home was too far away, it encourages
me to do the same for others. We can all recall a tradition learned while living at Cedarville. And some
from my era are quite humorous...Harold Green's hot dogs, squares, and diamonds sermon; the chapel
pulpit (the size of a boat taking 10 strong men to launch her off the platform); and "whales" in the
lake.
In this issue of Inspire, we have brought you some traditions of Cedarville College and her family
members. Homecoming 1995 is also reviewed for you, and I trust that you enjoy reminiscing via
photos of this year's events. Many alumni tell me, "Things have changed so much at Cedarville!" It is
most encouraging to look at the traditions that have not changed—daily required chapel, a curriculum
that maintains a Bible minor for every student, and Christian ministry coupled with community
involvement.
We hope you enjoy this issue! Don't forget to mark January 26 and 27 on your calendar for Alumni
Basketball Weekend. We will honor Don and Nedra Callan '84H and welcome Jeff Reep '78 as new
men's head basketball coach. You also won't want to miss Charter Day festivities and The Ohio State
Men's Glee Club in concert on January 26. See you then!
Cedarville Colic
Alluntrti Council'
rneria lor and unties 01tounci,
Alumni Association Constitution:
Jane Adams Smith '84
Director of Alumni Relations
Hold a degree from Cedarville College
Agree with the doctrinal statement of the College
• Serve a four-year term
• Meet quarterly, providing leadership and direction for the Association
• File an annual written evaluation of the effectiveness of the alumni
program and staff
• Serve as the Alumni Development Committee of the College
Administer the conferring of awards
Council members will also:
Be supportive of the College by having given financially since graduation
and by having visited campus since graduation
• Serve in an advisory capacity to the Alumni Office on behalf of alumni by
providing ideas, reacting to proposals, perusing printed materials, and
receiving and providing informal information through personal phone calls
to alumni
• Be involved in planning, scheduling, and evaluating current and future
alumni programs and events
• Receive reports about campus developments from various administrators
▪ Serve on Council committees
• Alumni Relations • Alumni Development
• Student Relations
Form and serve on subcommittees to deal with specific events or council
needs
• Support the Director of Alumni Relations
• Help to spread good will among alumni
• Make use of this document by reviewing it annually to ensure that these
goals are being met and that they are effective
(Front row, left to right) 11,111
Daniel Hicks '78, DeMaurice Smith '85, Angela 7
Cooke Jackson '84, Jane Adams Smith '84
(Back row, left to right)
Robert Foreman '77, Stefanie Pratt Wimmer 85,
Rod Lane '64, Sandra Holwerda Sehlappi 75
(Not pictured: Sherry Rotramel Bouquet '87
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is about to strike the campus of
Cedarville College! Remember those
days when you "hit the hardwood"
as a Yellow Jacket basketball
player? Or when you stood in the
stands as a spirited fan and cheered
the Jackets to victory? Plan now to
be a part of Alumni Basketball
Weekend—
January 26-27, 1996.
Set aside Friday evening for the
harmonious tones of The Ohio State
University Men's Glee Club. On
Saturday, a fellowship brunch will
be served for Yellow Jacket alumni
with Dr. Paul Dixon presenting an
update on the new Ministry Center.
Prepare to cheer on the Yellow
Jackets as the women face Mount
Vernon Nazarene, and the men
challenge Urbana University. Meet
Jeff Reep '78, head men's
basketball coach, and join the
Cedarville family in honoring retired
Coach Don Callan '84H and his wife,
Nedra, throughout the weekend.
Call
1-800-837-2566
to reserve your tickets!
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This year's enrollment of 2,454 students marks the fifth
record enrollment in as many years. The increase of 76
students over fall 1994 resulted from improved retention.
The freshman class of 626 students came from 41
states and possess some impressive academic
credentials: average high school GPA of 3.53; average
ACT of 24.7:180 (32%) in the top 10% of their high
school class, 97 (15%) as valedictorian or salutatorian;
67 (11%) President's Scholars with ACT or SAT in the
top 2% nationally.
Alistair Begg, senior pastor of Parkside
Church in Chagrin Falls, Ohio, challenged and
encouraged the college family as guest
speaker for the annual Fall Bible Conference,
September 18-22. A native of Scotland, Rev.
Begg pastored churches in Edinburgh and
Glasgow before coming to Parkside in 1983.
His ministry reaches beyond Parkside through
radio and Bible study luncheons with
Cleveland business leaders. Alistair and his
wife, Susan, have three children.
Alumna of the Year
1995
Il
i ayne Eberling Schooler graduated from Cedarville College in 1974 with
a bachelor of arts in English. After graduation, Jayne planned to teach
school, which is exactly what she did in both the public and private
school setting from 1975 to 1986. Her involvement with foster parenting
began when Jayne and her husband, David, became foster parents in
1978. She has been involved with Warren County Children's Services
since 1981, first as a foster parent, then as an adoptive parent. She
currently serves as the post adoption services coordinator for the agency located in
Lebanon, Ohio.
As part of her duties, Jayne not only works with families and children in their pre-
and post-adoption experiences, but she also assists adult adoptees with search and
reunion issues. In addition, Jayne conducts workshops on foster and adoptive parent
issues both on the state and national level.
Jayne is a regular columnist for the Adoptive Families magazine and has
contributed over 160 articles to other state and national publications. She has made
guest appearances on over three dozen radio talk shows across the country, speaking
on adoption issues.
A writer in the field of foster care and adoption, she is the author of The Whole
Life Adoption Book (1993) and Searching for a Past: An Adopted Adult's Unique
Process of Finding Identity (1995).
David is senior pastor of the West Carrollton Nazarene Church, and Jayne has
shared in her husband's ministry for 20 years. Jayne and David are the parents of
two children, Ray (28), who joined their family first by foster care and then by
adoption at the age of 16, and a birth daughter, Kristy (19).
_
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Young ACumnus
of the Year
1995
Duane B. Priddy, jr.
uane B. Priddy, Jr. '90 is grateful for the education he received at
Cedarville College, especially in the areas of Bible and the
sciences. Duane shares, "Cedarville prepared me to be a witness in
the scientific community."
After graduating from Cedarville College with a bachelor of arts
degree in chemistry, Duane continued his education at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University in Blacksburg, Virginia. In May 1994, he
completed a Ph.D. in polymer chemistry, with an emphasis in polymer and organic
synthesis. His dissertation, "Synthesis and Characterization of Poly(arylene ether)s
Containing Phosphorus and Heterocyclic Pendant Moieties," earned a U.S. patent on
phosphorous-containing polymers. During the summers of 1992 and 1993, Duane
served as a mentor for the National Science Foundation Summer Internship
Program. Duane not only developed projects for interns and guided their research,
but also helped them improve their presentation and professional writing skills.
Achieving a place on the dean's list at Cedarville College for four years and being
named to "Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges
(1990)," Duane continued his academic excellence at Virginia Tech. In September
1992, he was named "Outstanding Graduate Teaching Assistant in Chemistry." He
received the Department of Defense Augmentation Award for Science and
Engineering in June 1993. A member of the American Chemical Society and the
Society of Plastics Engineers, Duane has published 22 manuscripts in scientific
journals. He currently has four U.S. patents pending.
As an organic polymer chemist with Bayer Corporation, Duane is working on a
variety of new medical grade plastics. As the result of a new process he developed
to convert a basic plastic into new materials, he was chosen for a two-year
assignment with Bayer in Germany, beginning in June 1996.
Duane and his wife, Alisa, met through the singles' group at their church in
Blacksburg, Virginia. After their marriage in June 1994, the Priddys moved to
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where they attend Northway Christian Community
Church. Duane continues to use his musical talents in ministry, as well as teaching
Sunday school. On August 5, 1995, Duane and Alisa rejoiced in the arrival of a
daughter, Ashley Marie.
Duane and Alisa eagerly look forward to their assignment in Germany as a "tent-
making" opportunity, using his profession as a tool to reach others for Christ. In
anticipation of this ministry, Duane and Alisa have already begun German lessons!
Y-Conorary Alumni
of the Year
1995
Albert and 5oanna Stevens
lbert and Joanna Stevens first heard about Cedarville College when
a Kingsmen Quartet ministered in their church in New Jersey.
When their sons, David and Mark, chose to come to Cedarville,
they began a long, close relationship with the College.
Both Al and Joanna had come to know the Lord as children during
evangelistic meetings in their respective Indiana churches and, as
teenagers, met at a church youth activity. Al went on to Indiana State University.
Joanna had lost both her parents, and she and Al decided to marry when she
graduated from high school. He finished his undergraduate degree in 1961 and
subsequently earned an MBA from Indiana State.
They learned about the OPEX Corporation when a company Al was working for in
Terre Haute purchased OPEX equipment to open mail. Later the New Jersey-based
OPEX hired Al as a national sales manager, and the family moved east. In 1975, the
Stevens had the oportunity to purchase the company when it filed Chaper 11
bankruptcy. They made a profit the first year of their ownership and, under their 20-
year leadership, OPEX has grown from eight to 460 employees. Al is president and
CEO, Joanna serves as secretary-treasurer and chief financial officer, Mark '81 is
vice president of marketing, and David '83 is vice president of manufacturing.
Presently, seven other Cedarville graduates are employees of OPEX.
The Stevens are active recruiters for the College. On three occasions, they filled a
54-seat chartered bus with teens from four South Jersey churches and transported
them to Cedarville for a visit. They personally maintain a scholarship program. For
the past nine years, Al is a member of the college Board of Trustees and has served
as chair. He currently chairs the Business Committee of the Board. The Stevens
have hosted gatherings for alumni in their area and frequently host groups from the
college.
Al and Joanna serve at Calvary Church in Parkertown. Al has been on the Board of
Trustees and the Building Committee, and Joanna, on the Missions Committee.
They are greeters, a ministry they feel is very important. They host teen activities at
their home on the ocean.
Al enjoys fishing, sailing, and wind surfing. Joanna reads and is an avid spectator
of professional sports, especially rooting for the '76ers and the '49ers. The couple
enjoys six grandchildren.
Distinguished
Educator
1995
_games Murray Murdoch
7
he Distinguished Educator Award, established in 1972, honors
Cedarville College educators who have exhibited truly exceptional
performance in the areas of teaching, research, student development,
leadership, and service. This award is given to professors who have
consistently integrated their discipline with a Christian world-view,
and have contributed both to the intellectual and spiritual development
of their students. Previous recipients are Dr. Robert Gromacki, Bible, 1975;
Dr. James Grier, Bible, 1981; and Dr. Larry Helmick, Science and Mathematics,
1989. Dr. James Murray Murdoch '88H now joins this select group.
Completing 25 years of teaching at Cedarville College, Dr. Murdoch has worn
many hats while establishing himself as a popular and caring professor. In 1975, he
became chair of the Department of Social Sciences and History and continues in this
capacity. He has also served on a variety of college committees including
curriculum, educational policies, financial aid, and accreditation steering.
Murray is also known as "coach" to alumni who played men's tennis at Cedarville
from 1965 to 1994. Having been inducted to the NAIA Hall of Fame in 1992 and the
Cedarville College Athletic Hall of Fame in 1986 speaks well of his outstanding
ability to work with young adults in a "pressure cooker" competition. He has also
served the sport on the national and state levels with leadership in the Intercollegiate
Tennis Association, NAIA national tournaments, MOC, and NAIA District 22.
Well written, Dr. Murdoch enjoyed researching the history of Cedarville College
for A Century of Commitment: The Centennial History of Cedarville College,
1887-1987. Other published works include Portrait of Obedience: A Biography of
R. T. Ketcham and numerous periodical articles.
Dr. Murdoch served as interim pastor to churches in Springfield and Bellefontaine,
Ohio, and currently is senior pastor at Grace Baptist Church in Westerville, Ohio.
Murray and his wife, Ruth, reside in Springfield, Ohio. They have two adult
children, Jim '87, and Mark '91. Jim is currently living in Germany, studying under
a Fulbright Scholarship, and Mark serves as youth pastor for Far Hills Baptist
Church in Dayton, Ohio.
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Seven Cedarville College alumni work for a
Christian children's agency in Southampton,
Pennsylvania. Bethanna cares for abused and
neglected children through residential treatment,
foster care, in-home social services, and
adoption. Amy Barnes '95, Sandra Peura '95,
Treva Stutzman '90, Doug Moore '90, Shelly
Baesen '94, Ginny Stevenson '93, and Anita
Lyndaker '94 work for the agency. Pictured are
Sandra (left) and Amy.
The Cedarville College Alumni Home Page appears on
the World Wide Web! Learn about upcoming alumni
activities, find a classmate's e-mail address in the alumni
directory, or learn of other alums' prayer needs in this new
service for alumni. Reach us through Cedarville College's
home page at http:\\www.cedarville.edu under "College
Information." While we continue to improve and update
this page, please contact us with your suggestions at
alumni@cedarville.edu. A special thanks to 1995 graduate
Ruth Hamilton for her work on this project!
Christ Is All I Need
n June 6, 1990, Nadine Terrill Hennesey's world and dreams for her
future were shattered.
Nadine '87 and her husband, Ed '88N, were working as mission
interns at First Baptist Church in GoodeIls, Michigan. Having met
while students at Cedarville College, they were earnestly preparing
to go to Peru as missionaries. "He had a heart for Peru; I had a heart
for kids," Nadine shares. The Henneseys' excitement mounted as they awaited the
birth of their first child in just five months.
On that June morning in 1990, Ed left home as usual to fulfill his responsibilities
as youth pastor at the church. When she brought his lunch in the early afternoon,
Nadine was surprised to find Ed apparently sleeping on the couch in the church
office. But as she approached,
she knew something was
wrong. Nadine called for help,
but it was too late—Ed
Hennesey had died of cardiac
arrest at the age of 26. "I knelt
down and cried out," Nadine
remembers. "I tried to
convince God to save him
because I needed him. But
instead, He put a song in my
head—`Christ Is All I Need'."
Their daughter, Lydia, was
born in November of that year.
Living in Michigan with her
husband's family, Nadine
taught at New Life Christian
Academy in Port Huron. Slowly, God began to nourish her dream of ministering to
children in Peru.
In September 1995, Nadine and five-year-old Lydia left for Iquitos, Peru, a jungle
city accessible only by plane or boat. Serving with Association of Baptists for World
Evangelism (ABWE), Nadine will teach missionary children and work with
Peruvian children in remote villages along the Amazon River. "It's exciting,"
Nadine says. "It was Ed's dream—now it's mine."
An energetic and dedicated young woman, Nadine states, "There's something in
me that doesn't want that comfortable, satisfied life. I want to do more and go above
and beyond for God." In the five years since her husband's death, Nadine has been
grateful for the song that draws emotion for so many Cedarville College alumni. In a
recent letter, Nadine, shared with President Paul Dixon, "Thank you for teaching me
'Christ Is All I Need.' God has taught me that truth."
Rediscovering
Traditions
imin June, Dr. Brian Kennedy '85, associate professor of English at CedarvilleCollege, presented a paper at a conference in Moscow, Russia. Theconference examined a Russian philosopher andliterary critic whom Brian had studied.What Brian found in Russia was a culturesimultaneously regaining a sense of its past and
celebrating its freedom as traditions are re-emerging in the
post-Communist era. The Russians, despite their economic
woes, are spending money to put pieces of their past back into
place, as evidenced by a tiny church being rebuilt near
St. Basil's Cathedral.
While on a visit to
the Kremlin, the
ancient fort in the
center of the city,
Brian's tour guide
revealed clearly her
faith in Christ. When
asked whether she
thought many
Russians believed the
gospel of Christ, she
said that many were
eager to hear. Even
while they were being
persecuted, she
commented, many Russians maintained private worship in their homes. She expressed
her joy at the new era of freedom where she could worship openly.
While riding the subway, Brian observed that Russians are anxious to enjoy their
freedom while they have it. Each trip on the Metro revealed young people wearing
beautiful, contemporary Western-style formal wear, no matter what day of the week it
was. Older gentlemen proudly displayed military medals on the chests of their blue suits
as they traveled beside their wives. At every stop, more people flooded the trains, fresh
from a day at the park with friends, or just leaving home with picnic lunches in hand.
People all around were celebrating this moment of the wonderful Moscow summer.
Russian life is still lived hard. People accustomed to social services and guaranteed
employment now scratch out an existence without help. Yet for this moment, they are
living life to the fullest. At the same time, they are rediscovering faith. Thanks to the
efforts of people committed to the true gospel, many Russians are finding the Christ of
the Bible.
Brian says, "I was fortunate to glimpse a rare moment in Russian life, one which may
be fleeting."
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Traditions
Through Traveling
z ji.. aren Chrestensen Reno '74 thought for many miles about
the "traveling quilt" she would donate to the Alumni
Auction. Karen writes, "All quilts should have a story.
This one started in Wichita Falls, Texas in the early
spring of 1994. Sandy Millikin Entner '59 asked me if I
would donate a quilt to the auction. I agreed, and this
would have been born in Texas except.. we moved. So, this summer, my
ideas for the quilt went through Little Rock, Arkansas; Nashville,
Tennessee; Fredericksburg, Virginia; and Harrisburg, Pennsylvania until
we stopped at Stoner Lake, New York for vacation. There I cooled my
heels, relaxed and breathed crisp mountain air. As I watched the mountain
mists lift off our lake, this quilt began to form in my mind. Then, after we
left the peace of the mountains and moved to bustling Metro Washington,
D.C., this quilt was finally born amidst brown boxes and packing paper!
When I finished the quilt top, I sent it back to Texas to be machine
quilted by a friend. Soon I'll pack it up and take it to Ohio, to Cedarville
College, for my 20th reunion. There I'll swap old stories and times with
friends, and this quilt will start the rest of its story!" Using red, white, and
blue in the castle wall medallion and log cabin border drove home
significance for Karen. "These are the colors which we live with, not just in
the decor of our home, but in our hearts. The sight of Old Glory waving
still leaves a lump in my throat, and I am a patriot by choice."
Roots mean much to the Reno family. Loren '70 and Karen, along with
their three children Rachel (18), Joseph (15), and Joshua (12), know the
meaning of traveling, as Loren's 22-year career in the U.S. Air Force has
moved the family nine times in the past 20 years. When Karen and Loren
were first married and lived in The Philippines, they would spend some
time every day plugging back into their United States roots through prayer
and meditation.
Now in the U.S.,
Reno traditions are
developed, added,
and maintained.
Karen reflects,
"Even when our
personal
circumstances
change, we can
count on tradition
that has given us a
rooted sense of
being. In the same
way our traditions
have changed
through the years,
making us stronger."
In the mid 1980's the Renos began writing an annual Christmas letter to
family and friends, which always included a family photo, illustrated quilt
design from Karen, and an annual overview as experienced by daughter
Rachel. One year the family was too busy to get the photo taken, so Joshua
pitched in and drew a stick figure Reno family. The illustrations were
something Karen began doing at Cedarville College. She would draw
words and concepts of professors' notes. She continued this technique with
her children as they strove to learn Bible verses and stories.
The Renos always stay in their own home for Christmas and invite family
to join them. The Christmas morning treasure hunt which Loren
orchestrates has provided a consistency from Christmas to Christmas. Even
when Loren has been called for duty during the holidays and is stationed in
another country, the family finds ways to share tradition. One Christmas
when Loren was stationed in Turkey, Karen and the children wrapped a can
of oyster stew and crackers and mailed them to Loren for his New Year's
Eve dinner, a traditional meal shared by all and loved by some!
Karen has found it important to take traditions with them when they
move. Each Reno child has what Karen terms as an "over-the-bed picture."
Each child has a picture of Loren with him or her in his arms immediately
after birth, and the pictures hang over or near their beds. Rachel has
commented that houses just don't feel like home until those pictures are
hanging up.
The Reno family looks forward to any time they can spend in their family
cabin located in the Adirondalc Mountains in New York. Inherited from
Loren's father, the cabin has been a vacation spot since 1981. This tradition
affords the opportunity for the entire family to get away. "And the first
thing that goes out is the United States Flag when we arrive," states Karen.
"Joshua and his father carry the flag out while we all wait
outside. They salute it, and then we move in."
Coming back to Cedarville has the same sense
of rootedness for the Reno family. As Rachel
participated in the Summer Studies program,
she was comforted by a sense of belonging
where people know her mom and dad. "It is
much more than just coming back for
Homecoming," says Karen. "We want to
share Cedarville as a tradition with our
children, too."
The Renos live in Springfield, Virginia and
attend Immanuel Bible Church, where they
are active in Sunday school and choir.
Founder's Hall, formerly "Old Main," was built in
1895. The oldest building on campus, Founder's
Hall has housed everything from the print shop
to students, classrooms to chapel, and the
cafeteria to the mail room. Today, the
Department of Biblical Education, President's
Office, and Annual Fund Office can all be found
in this building. The "superstructure," costing
$14,000 in 1895, was topped by a large tower
and became a community landmark for
Cedarville.
Alumni
Basketball
Weekend
Alumni Basketball Weekend has been a Cedarville
College tradition since the early 1980's. Mark your
calendar to be a part of this year's tradition—
January 26-27, 1996. Come Friday to enjoy the
harmonious tones of The Ohio State University
Men's Glee Club. Cheer on the players from your
days at the 'Ville in the afternoon alumni games. In
the evening, the Lady Jackets face Mount Vernon
Nazarene, and the men challenge Urbana
University. Watch your mail in December for more
details on this fun-filled event!
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Uf wenty-four faithful Heritage Alumnicelebrated the tradition of Homecomingby attending the State of the CollegeAddress, followed by a luncheon on
Friday, October 20. In the State of the College
Address, Dr. Dixon dedicated two new
dormitories. The dorms are named after the first
two presidents of Cedarville College, Dr. David McKinney (1894-1915) and
Dr. Wilbert McChesney (1915-1940). The Miter Conference Center, located
between the two buildings, serves as a common lounge, conference location,
and study area. The Heritage Alumni toured the dormitories following lunch in
the President's Dining Room.
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Vpithen Harper Bickett '24 attended Cedarville College inthe early 1920's, he had a tradition of inviting classmatesand friends to the Bickett family farm for Sundayafternoon meals, bonfires, and hayrides.
Mr. Bickett continues the spirit of this tradition with today's
Cedarville College students. Each year, Mr. Bickett houses one male
student, free of charge, for the school year. He provides room and
board in exchange for a little company. Harper's generosity has
benefitted many a student who could not have attended Cedarville
College without this assistance. Harper Bickett is recognized as
Cedarville College Alumni Association's oldest living alumnus. He
celebrated his 92nd birthday last January at a college basketball game.
Mrs. Pat Dixon assists with the dedication of
the new buildings at Homecoming.
Smith Leads College
Public Relations
Li. n September, Roscoe Smith '82 shifted his focus from college admissions to public relations. Roscoe began responsibilities
Las director of public relations for Cedarville College after 12 years in the admissions office. "I was not seeking to leave my
position—I enjoyed my co-workers, my supervisor, and especially the students." Roscoe shares, "A friend encouraged me
to pursue this challenge. After meeting with the public relations staff, I knew I could be excited about this opportunity."
With a master of business administration degree from Wright State University (1987), Roscoe brings management skills
as well as valuable experience to represent the College. "Admissions gave me the opportunity to present Cedarville College
in an accurate, positive way to its many publics. I have already had many opportunities to articulate where Cedarville College has
been and where we are headed."
Roscoe is thankful to the Lord for granting him life, ability, and the experiences that will enable him to continue to serve at
Cedarville College. "I am happy to join a public relations department that has been well-managed and respected not only in the
college family, but in the community as well," shares Roscoe. "I look forward to building on the tradition of a solid organization."
Bartlett Heads Planned Giving
117he area of planned giving is a very exciting one, and we anticipate a lot of activity in the next few years," saysDave Bartlett, new director of planned giving. "We want to make sure the College is in a position to servethose people who have a stewardship plan which includes transferring assets to the College."
Dave, who joined the Development Division this fall, is a graduate of Southern Illinois University and has
had extensive experience in financial management as a consultant and as the chief financial officer of several
companies. Most recently, he was chief financial officer of the Dumont Companies in Peoria, Illinois.
Dave also has served as the consultant to Baptist Mission of North America for the restoration of value to investors
following the collapse of the mission's church loan program. He will continue in this consultancy until the completion of the
project.
"My family and I are excited about being at Cedarville," he says. "We definitely feel the Lord has led us here and hope to
be here for a long time." Dave and his wife, Linda, have two children. Brad is a sophomore professional writing major at the
College, and Sarah is a sophomore at Cedarville High School.
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The Students Radio Network of
Cedarvilk College
WSRN, the student-run/faculty-advised
radio station of Cedarville College,
held a reunion in honor of alumni and
five successful years of operation.
Included were tours of the studio,
pizza, and replays of highlights. The
station, devoted to the Cedarville
student body, began broadcasting in
1990.
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A Homecoming tradition which Cedarville alumni enjoy is the
annual alumni soccer game. Held at 1:00 p.m. every year on
Homecoming Saturday, the game welcomes back those
alumni who played during their college careers. Twenty-seven
men joined coach John McGillivray '70 for an exciting match
and received commemorative T-shirts. This dedicated group
of alumni has established a scholarship in memory of
Lt. Col. David Jones '84. David, who played for four years at
Cedarville College, was killed in a helicopter crash in the
Kuwaiti desert during the summer of 1992.
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Officers and advisors meet at the Class of 1990 f ve
year reunion picnic, held in the Gibbs' backyard.
Tim Walborn '92 sings of God's love in
Monday's Homecoming Week Chapel.
Sophomore education major Nikki
Anderson, also known as "Star" the
clown, entertains children of alumni
during the Children's Program.
Celebrating their 10 year reunion, Shelly Beaman Benson '85
and Kelly Ward Church '85 are all smiles.
Arthur "Doc" Evans '29N shares his memories of Cedarville
College in the 1920's.
The Class of 1960 celebrates their 35 year reunion by
riding in the Homecoming Parade.
977 graduate and Cedarville College trustee William
Chip" Bernhard returned to challenge students during
omecoming Week. He serves as senior pastor at Garfield
apttst Church in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Jerry Stafford '65 and Jerry Osborn '67
reminisce at the Class of 1965 reunion.
Auctioneer Steve Thompson '79 takes bids for
Cat's Meow Village replicas of Founders Hall and
Collins Hall, both signed by President Paul Dixon and
Chancellor James T. Jeremiah. Our special thanks
goes to Steve for donating his services to the Alumni
Auction as auctioneer.
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The women of Alpha Delta Omega (ADO)
hosted a reunion for returning alumnae who
were members of the organization. The
ladies enjoyed getting to know the current
members as they chatted during an afternoon
tea in the Engineering/Nursing/Science
Center. Twenty-four alumni and current
members attended.
Baptist Bible Institute (BBI) alumni reunite during
Homecoming weekend every other year. This
year the group of 24 enjoyed dinner in the
President's Dining Room, the Prism XV Concert,
and reminiscing about life in Cedarville during the
mid 1950's. BBI began in the Hough Avenue
Baptist Church in Cleveland, Ohio and moved to
Cedarville's campus in the fall of 1953 to carry on
the work of educating young people "For the
Word of God, and the Testimony of Jesus Christ."
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Deb Bush Haffey '68, Bonnie Beikert Vickman '83, Joy Fagan '89, Marlene Bleeker
Clark '77, faculty spouse Jamie Whitmore and Carmen Bower '94 return to provide
special music during Homecoming Week, representing four decades of alumni. Beth
Loper Dillon '76 accompanied on piano.
Vernon Miller '63 bids on one of many
items at this year's Alumni Auction. All
proceeds from the auction benefit the
Alumni Scholarship Fund.
Tim Kaufman '76 traveled from
Winter Springs, Florida to perform
Saturday evening's concert. Tim
ministers throughout the United
States as a song evangelist.
Ron Meyers '71 and Dave Southwell '70 take
time to reminisce at the 25 year reunion
breakfast at the Dixons' home.
Alumni from all over the country check in at the
registration tent. The sign-in board lets them
know who is present at the weekend's festivities.
CHRIS) IAN MINISTRIES
"REACHING OUR WORLD"
Students enthusiastically display the theme for this year's Homecoming Parade.
The Class of 1975 gathers for a family snack time to
celebrate their 20 year reunion. Dave Clapp '75, Sandi
Holwerda Schlappi '75, Merilee Johnson Shank '75, Vicki
Huddleston Dawson, and Nancy Lochel Clapp '75 enjoy the
time spent with friends.
This year's Homecoming queen is senior Sarah Warnken,
an applied psychology major from Factoryville,
Pennsylvania.
Students give their rating at the Moonlight Madness slam dunk contest in the Athletic Center during
Homecoming Weekend.
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19A.f.'-#64fs0A4144 The Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology(ABET) granted accreditation for Cedarville's BSEE and
BSME degree programs at their first point of eligibility.
According to Charles Allport, director of engineering,
"ABET is the only accrediting body for engineering
programs in the United States. Accreditation is recognized
throughout the engineering community as a common and
universal measure of quality." A new program cannot be
considered for accreditation until students have completed
the entire course of study to demonstrate its total content.
Cedarville graduated its first class of engineering students
in June 1994.
The 1995-96 Artist Series opener on October 6
was a first, as college family members traveled
to the Dayton Art Institute for the evening. Music
ensembles such as Concert Chorale (left)
performed in the galleries, and The Carillon
Brass presented a concert in Great Auditorium.
Guests enjoyed desserts and punch, while
outside the building, they were treated to
Chicago-style hot dogs and trolley rides. Many
thanks to Dick Walker '74N and the Campus
Activities staff for a delightful evening!
In Dallas, Texas
Dallas Theological Seminary (DTS) was the location for a gathering of 39
alumni and friends of Cedarville College on Friday, September 22. Hosted by
Timothy '69 and Beverlee Mason Warren '70, the time of fellowship was a
great success! The group of alumni shared memories of Cedarville, and most
related a connection with DTS, since many Cedarville grads attend the
seminary in further preparation for full-time ministry. Desserts and a viewing
of the new Ministry Center video were highlights of the evening.
at Sheraton Inn/Canton Tourney
at Ohio Dominican College
at Madonna University
at Tiffin University
CLIFTON MILL CLASSIC
28th - Cedarville vs. St. Clair
29th - Cumberland vs. St. Clair
30th - Cedarville vs. Cumberland
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7:30 p.m.
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7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
0 p.m.
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Grace. Ind. Wesleyan, Ky Christian 12:00/2:00 p.m.
MT. ST. JOSEPH 7:00 p.m.
at Findlay 1:00 p.m.
at Mt. Vernon 7:00 p.m.
RIO GRANDE 7:00 p.m.
at Ohio Dominican 7:00 p.m.
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6 at Tiffin
9 at Walsh
13 at Urbana
16 SHAWNEE STATE
18 OHIO DOMINICAN
20 at Malone
23 FINDLAY
27 MT. VERNON (Alumni Weekend)
30 at Rio Grande
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Home games in ALL CAPS
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In Moorestown, New Jerse
OPEX Corporation was the gathering place for 37 alumni and friends oYCedarville
College on Friday, September 29. The evening included dessert and viewing a
video tape of the new Ministry Center, a $15 million campaign effort currently
underway. Seven Cedarville College alumni are a part of the 470 OPEX
Corporation employees. The president of OPEX Corporation, Al Stevens, and his
wife, Joanna, hosted the event. Al serves on the board of trustees for the College,
and Mr. and Mrs. Stevens were named 1995 Honorary Alumni of the Year.
In North Philadelphia
Twenty-five alumni enjoyed dessert and fellowship on Thursday, September 28,
hosted by Ruth Fareno Longenecker '83. The gathering was held on the campus of
World-Wide Evangelization for Christ (WEC) International in Fort Washington,
Pennsylvania. Alumni enjoyed reminiscing about attending chapel during their
Cedarville days and giving updates on how God is currently blessing in their lives.
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Date
November 27
November 30-
December 2
December 1
December 1-2
December 4
January 13
January 17-19
January 26
January 26
January 26-27
January 26-27
February 1
February 2-3
February 2
February 5
February 8-10
February 10
February 13-15
February 15
February 16
February 23
March 1
March 10
March 25-29
Event Location
Alumni Regional Gathering Ashland, Ohio
Cedarville College vs. Ashland University Varsity Basketball Game
Fall Drama Production Alford Auditorium
A Christmas Carol: Scrooge & Marley
Symphonic Band/Brass Choir Concert James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Alumni Council Meeting
Lab Band Recital James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Faculty Recital: Dr. John Mortensen James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Winter Enrichment Conference: Dr. John MacArthur James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Charter Day
Artist Series: OSU Glee Club James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Alumni Basketball Weekend Athletic Center
Alumni Council Meeting
Alumni Regional Gathering Findlay, Ohio
Cedarville College vs. University of Findlay Varsity Basketball Game
Li'l Sibs Weekend Cedarville College Campus
Lab Band Concert James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Brass Choir Concert James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Winter Drama Production Alford Auditorium
The Nerd
Alumni Regional Gathering Canton, Ohio
Cedarville College vs. Malone College Varsity Basketball Game
Staley Foundation Lectureship: Dr. Gerry Breshears James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Vocal Ensemble Soiree James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Symphonic Band Concert James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Music Showcase Cedarville College Campus
Faculty Recital: Charles Pagnard James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Men's Glee Club Concert James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Spring Missionary Conference James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Chuck McKinney, manager of Pioneer College
Caterers at Cedarville College, received a 15-year
award during the College's annual service awards
ceremony. Although Chuck is not technically an
employee of the College, his presence at the
College is certainly a tradition. The college family
greatly appreciates Chuck's hard work, excellent
service, and tasty meals.
Athletic training, offered as a major at Cedarville
College since January 1994, is flourishing with over 25
students in the program. Cedarville graduates perform
admirably on the National Certification Exam for
Athletic Trainers. Nationally, only 37% pass all sections
of the exam on the first attempt-in the past 12
months, four Cedarville College graduates successfully
completed the entire exam. Our hearty congratulations
to Jim McCallister '93, Steve Padgett '93, Robin
Lensch '95, and Jon Plush '95!
60s
Jim Neely '61 and his wife, Carol, were recently
honored for 20 years of ministry at Washington Heights
Baptist Church in Dayton, Ohio. Jim serves as assistant
pastor.
Sandi Welch Harner '64 and Deborah Jones '75
traveled to Switzerland in August 1995 to teach English
to 20 Russian students. Sandi and Debbie taught the
students, ages 11 to 18, each morning and toured
Switzerland with them during afternoons and weekends.
Their time in Switzerland closed with an evening of
testimonies and an opportunity to present Russian Bibles
to each of the students.
70s
Gary '71 and Sharon Lewis Creviston '73N celebrated
their 25th wedding anniversary on September 19, 1995.
Living in Xenia, Ohio, Gary and Sharon have three
daughters, Gennifer Creviston Eaton '93, Miranda, and
Rachel. Gary is a teacher for Beavercreek Schools.
Julianne Jensen Beard '73 visited the Cedarville
College Alumni Office while on a business trip in
September 1995. Julianne and her husband, Ron, reside
in Lewisberry, Pennsylvania.
Debra Martin '77 is coordinator of Genesee County
Community Mental Health Prevention and Information
Services in Flint, Michigan. She has been elected chair
of the Public Administration Times Editorial Board for
1995-96. Debra also serves on the National Publications
Committee, which reviews and brokers academician
manuscripts to publishing houses and approves the start-
up of new journals in public administration.
Dee Jackson Haynes '79 and Deb Jackson Searles '81
have released a Christmas album entitled Merry
Christmas, God Is With Us. Dee and Deb designed this
collection of Christmas favorites to help bring the true
meaning of the holidays into the home. Dee and her
husband, Dana, are in their eleventh year of ministry
with American Missionary Fellowship, working
alongside the Hmong refugee community in Portland,
Oregon. Deb and her husband, Calvin '77, reside in
Wellington, Ohio, where Calvin is pastor of Camden
Baptist Church. For more information about their
recordings and ministry, contact Dee at 503-232-9755 or
Deb at 216-774-6899.
80s
Tom Hutchison '80 has returned to Cedarville College
as assistant professor of Christian education in the
Department of Biblical Education. He was an associate
pastor at Garfield Baptist Church in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin since 1987, working with youth and Christian
education. With a master of divinity from Grand Rapids
Baptist Seminary, Tom has also completed the
coursework for a doctorate from Marquette University in
Wisconsin. Tom and his wife, Amy, live in Springfield,
Ohio with their children-Tommy (7), Joel (4), and
Danielle (2).
Lee Randall '80 received his master of business
administration degree from Indiana Wesleyan
University. Lee is now the Square D Milwaukee plant
controller. Lee and his wife, Angie (Brown '81), reside
in Germantown, Wisconsin with their children-
Drew (10), Annalise (8), and Rachel (5).
Eric Mounts '81 is the senior pastor of Southgate
Baptist Church in Springfield, Ohio. He previously
served at Grand Ledge Baptist Church in Michigan. Eric
and his wife, Andi (MacDermaid '78), enjoy three
children.
Laura Bearss Umpleby '81, and her husband, Jim,
reside in Kokomo, Indiana. Laura is a full-time mother,
caring for their children-Timothy (5), Tyler (3), and
Kyrsten (1). Jim is associate pastor at Indian Heights
Grace Brethren Church.
Devon Block '82 holds a master of business
administration degree from Pepperdine University and
currently attends Loyola Law School in California. He is
general manager of the Red Lion Hotel in Los Angeles.
Devon and his wife, Julie (Munson '83), enjoy sailing,
traveling, and surfing the net.
Jeff Willetts '82 serves as senior pastor at Calvary
Baptist Church in Bellefontaine, Ohio. Jeff and his wife,
Cathy (Swaney '81), were previously in Rochester
Hills, Michigan. They have three sons.
David Warner '83 has assumed the pastorate of Kings
Creek Baptist Church in Urbana, Ohio. David and his
wife, Charlotte, previously ministered at Faith Baptist
Church in Dunbar, Pennsylvania.
Dan Price '84 has completed fourteen weeks of Air
Force officer's training in Montgomery, Alabama. Dan
is stationed at Bowling Air Force Base in Washington,
D.C. and directs the Singing Sergeants who perform at
military functions and high-level civilian functions. Dan
and his wife, Shawnie (Booher '83N), are grateful to
God for this exciting opportunity.
Bill Drummer '85 and his wife, Joan, live in
Schwenksville, Pennsylvania with their daughters,
Alexandra (3) and Rachel (1). Bill is an environmental
specialist with Rohm & Haas.
All Parks Wussler '85 is pursuing a doctoral degree in
social work at the Catholic University of America in
Washington, D.C. A social worker at the Washington
D.C. Veterans Affairs Medical Center, she is thankful for
the opportunity God has given her to minister. Jill's
husband, Don, is a major in the U.S. Air Force.
Janice Warren Supplee '86 is the assistant director of
admissions for Cedarville College. Janice and her
husband, Ed '85, moved to Cedarville from Ontario,
Canada. Ed is completing a degree in music education,
while serving as instrumental assistant to the Cedarville
College music faculty.
Steve DeCook '87 is a B2 flight test engineer at Edwards
Air Force Base in California. Steve earned a master's
degree in aerospace engineering from the Air Force
Institute of Technology at Wnght Patterson Air Force
Base in Dayton,'Ohio.
Jeff Gilbert '87 was promoted to the position of sports
editor at the Northern Virginia Daily in October 1994.
Earlier in the year, he won three Virginia Press
Association writing awards. Jeff and his wife, Amy
(Lydic '86), recently bought their first home near
Strasburg, Virginia. The Gilberts enjoy three girls-
Michelle (4), Kelly (3), and Katie (1).
Jim Murdoch '87 will spend the 1995-96 academic year
in Germany on a Fulbright scholarship. As one of
approximately 2,000 who will travel abroad under the
Fulbright program, Jim is pursuing doctoral research in
the Hegel Archive, affiliated with the Ruhr University of
Bochum, Germany. He is currently working on a Ph.D. in
philosophy from Fordham University in the Bronx, New
York.
Kristin Weber '87 is a senior technical writer for Dun &
Bradstreet Software in Atlanta, Georgia. On June 24,
1995, Kristine graduated from Georgia State University
with a master of arts degree in literature.
David Mossman '88 is the principal and administrator at
Westside Baptist Christian School in Cleveland, Ohio. He
and his wife, Suzette (Ramsey '89), reside in North
Olmsted, Ohio.
Kevin '89 and Susan Baldis Carpenter '87 have moved
to Cedarville, Ohio from Colville, Washington, where
Kevin served as a youth pastor for five years. Kevin
began his responsibilities as office coordinator for the
Cedarville College Bookstore in September 1995, while
Susan cares for their son, Nicholas (1).
Bart Sheridan '89N completed a course in auctioneering
and auction sales management at the Missouri Auction
School in Kansas City, Missouri. Following his training,
Ban joined the firm of Keith Sheridan & Associates in
Cedarville, Ohio.
90s
Kirk '90 and Valerie Vanderwest Belmont '90 have
moved to Warsaw, Indiana, where Kirk is pastor at New
Horizon Community Church.
David Ambrose '91 is minister to youth at Parma
Heights Baptist Church in Cleveland, Ohio. He and his
wife, Melody, enjoy one son, Joshua (1).
Frank Back '91 is in his second year as athletic director
and head basketball coach at Middletown Christian High
School (Ohio). Last year, Frank was honored as Ohio's
District 15 Division IV Coach of the Year after leading
his team to a 17-5 season. He and his wife, Darcy
(Lord '92), live in Middletown with their three foster
children-Pauline (3), Dorrell (3), and Tia (1). They are
expecting their first child in December.
Enc Hayes '92 earned a juris doctorate from Capital
Law School in May 1995. Having passed the Kentucky
bar exam, he is a partner in Hayes Law Offices in
southeast Kentucky.
Wayne '92 and Melia McNabney Leichty '93 are living
in Columbus, Indiana. Wayne is a control room operator
with Electronic Data Systems. Melia is the employment
specialist/recruiter at Columbus Regional Hospital.
Raul '92 and Melissa Byrom Mosley '92 reside in
Grand Rapids, Michigan, where they attend Calvary
Church. In spring 1995, Raul will complete a master's
degree from Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary. Raul
intends to pursue a doctorate in communications,
preparing to teach at the collegiate level. In addition to
her responsibilities as administrative assistant for
Cornerstone Trust, Melissa enjoys being a Mary Kay
consultant.
Kirsten Gibbs '93 is in her first year as resident director
for Faith Hall at Cedarville College. Kirsten also enjoys
serving as an admissions counselor. A special thanks to
Kirsten and the ladies of Faith Hall for preparing the
nametags for Homecoming 1995!
Mark Roeder '93 is in his second year of a master's
program in international affairs at the University of
Dayton (Ohio). In November 1995, he presented a paper
entitled "Does Realist Theory Explain the Phenomenon
of South Africa?" at the annual conference of the
Southern Political Science Association in Tampa, Florida.
Mark lives in Centerville, Ohio.
Mary Jo Brooks '94 joined the Cedarville College staff
in September 1995. She serves as gifts clerk in the
Annual Fund Office.
Gretchen Pike '94 graduated from Columbia
International University with a master of arts degree in
Teaching English as a Foreign Language (TEFL,), with a
concentration in intercultural studies. Gretchen spent the
summer of 1995 in Kazakhstan teaching Kazak and
Russian English teachers, providing them with training in
current theories and techniques of English language
teaching.
Mark Moody '94 is continuing his education at Dallas
Seminary in Texas. On August 17, 1995, he and Tom
Kadamus '94 completed their hike of the 2,200 mile
Appalachian Trail, crossing fourteen states.
Ginger Hedlund '95 is a counselor for Teen Challenge
Columbus, a children's drug and alcohol abuse
rehabilitation center. Ginger has settled in Columbus,
Ohio.
Christin Stutes '95 has begun responsibilities as
supervisory coordinator for Campus Public Safety at
Cedarville College. Chris and his wife, Necole, reside in
Cedarville.
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Heather Stretch '88 and Jim
Gerakinis '90 were wed July 15,
1995 at Calvary Baptist Church in
Grand Rapids, Michigan. The couple
enjoyed a honeymoon in Boston and
Maine. Jim is a therapist at
Wedgwood Christian Youth &
Family Services, while Heather is a teacher at Freedom
Baptist Academy. The newlyweds live in Grandville,
Michigan.
Valerie Feliciano '90 and Robert Clade were married
September 3, 1994. The Clades reside in Garner, South
Carolina, where Robert is self-employed and Val is a
billing/insurance coordinator for a medical practice in
Raleigh, North Carolina.
Richard Mackey '90 and Becky Johnson became one
September 9, 1995. Richard is the youth pastor at the
First Evangelical Free Church in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, where the couple reside.
Clinton Rice '92 married Jennifer Dinelli '95
March 18, 1995. The couple enjoyed a honeymoon in
Bermuda for two weeks. The Rices are back at
Cedarville where Clinton is the resident director for "The
Hill" dormitories, and Jennifer is donor relations
assistant in the Annual Fund Office.
Jeff Burr '93 and Sheri Leeds '93
joined their lives May 20, 1995 at
Shawnee Baptist Church in
Shamong, New Jersey. The couple
spent their honeymoon in Colorado
and now reside in Grand Rapids,
Michigan. Sheri is a registered nurse
with the Kent County Health Department, and Jell is a
student at Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary and a part-
time associate pastor of youth at Eastmont Baptist
Church.
Christina McGuire '93 and Daniel Struck were married
August 19, 1995. Christina is a substitute teacher for
school districts in the Petoskey, Michigan area, where the
Strucks now live.
Tim Richardson '93 and Erica Wooley became one in
Christ July 8, 1995. The couple spent their honeymoon in
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic. They now reside
in Reynoldsburg, Ohio where Erica works with children,
and Tim is a computer/analyst for Nationwide Insurance.
Ken Rucker '93 and Bouchra
Sefiane '93N celebrated their love
July 22, 1995 in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. The Ruckers have
made their home in Philadelphia.
Amy Smith '93 and Ken Harris
joined their lives September 9, 1995.
After a honeymoon in South Sterling, Pennsylvania, the
couple made their home in Cedarville, Ohio. Ken is a
student at Cedarville College, and Amy is the
telemarketing coordinator for the Annual Fund Office.
Jeremy Barton '94 and Rachelle
Anderson '95 became one in Christ
July 8, 1995 in Des Moines, Iowa.
Jeremy is a product engineer at
Delphi Interior and Lighting
Systems. The Bartons reside in
Dayton, Ohio.
Kendra Byler '94 and Jeff Harleff exchanged vows
August 26, 1995 at the Blackhawk Baptist Church in
Ft. Wayne, Indiana. The couple enjoyed a honeymoon in
Duluth. Minnesota and now reside in Killeen, Texas.
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Nine Cedarville students are involved in an Atlanta Olympic
Broadcasters program that offers hands-on, practical experience
for broadcasting majors. This summer, the students went through
a four-week broadcasting "boot camp" in Kentucky, then traveled
to Atlanta, Georgia, host to the Olympic Games, to put their
knowledge to use. Students were able to work with and learn from
the actual broadcasting director of the Olympic Games. In
January, students involved in this project can expect an interview
and offer of a contract to work in broadcasting for the 1996
Summer Olympic Games.
Each spring quarter, President Dixon reminds
the college family of his dislike for dandelions.
In his traditional, five-minute speech preceeding
his chapel sermon, Dr. Dixon reminds listeners
that The only reason that any member of our
college family should walk on the grass on
campus is to pick a dandelion." Over the years,
alumni have sent countless notes to Dr. Dixon,
sharing a variety of dandelion tales.
Harold Edington '94 and Jean
Kurtz '94 united their lives April 8,
1995 at Calvary Community Church
in Williams Bay, Wisconsin. The
couple reside in Waterloo, New York.
Harold is a deputy sheriff for the
Sheriff's Department in Seneca
County, New York. Jean is a surgical nurse at Geneva
General Hospital in Geneva, New York.
Carrie Grayson '94 and Troy Gentz began their life as
one September 9, 1995 at the Sawyer Highlands Baptist
Church in Sawyer, Michigan. The couple enjoyed a
honeymoon in Tennessee and Florida. They have made
their home in New Buffalo, Michigan.
Jay LeBlanc '94 and Shannon Wilson celebrated their
love in marriage August 26, 1995 at Bethesda Baptist
Church in Brownsburg, Indiana. Jay is the minister of
worship at the Calvary Evangelical Church in Van
Wert, Ohio. The LeBlancs have made their home in
Van Wert.
Jolie Sissom '94 and Scott Whitten '94 became one in
marriage September 9, 1995. They enjoyed a
honeymoon in Maine and now reside in Burlington,
Indiana. Scott is the administrative assistant for Bible
Baptist Church and Jolie is director of admissions for
Manor Corporation of Indianapolis, Indiana.
Michelle Steenwyk '94 and Chad Wingert '95 were
married July 1, 1995 at Jamestown Baptist Church near
Grand Rapids, Michigan. After enjoying a honeymoon
in Michigan's Upper Peninsula, Ontario and the Finger
Lakes Region of New York, the couple settled in Clear
Spring, Maryland. Both are employed at Grace
Academy in Hagerstown, Maryland, where Chad is the
business manager and Michelle teaches fourth grade.
Greg Bulanow '95 and Jacqueline Kirkley '95
celebrated their love August 5, 1995. The couple have
made their home in Charleston, South Carolina.
Charline Grygiel '95 and Tim
Helmick were united in Christ
August 5, 1995. The couple reside in
St. Peters, Missouri.
Sharon Piper '95 and Daniel Dietz
celebrated their union June 24, 1995 in
Maryland. They enjoyed a honeymoon
in Maui, Hawaii and arc now settled in
Ocean, New Jersey where Dan is a chemical engineer
for Mobile Corporation.
Jeffrey Rohm '95 and Emily Jagger '95
became one in Christ July 1, 1995 at
Grace Baptist Church in Cedarville, Ohio.
The Rohms reside in Cedarville, where
Jeffrey is an assistant buyer for Elder
Beerman, and Emily is secretary for the
Campus Activities Office.
Jason Thompson '95 and Amy
Harner '95 were married June 10,
1995 at Shawnee Hills Baptist
Church in Jamestown, Ohio. Amy is
a lab technician in the food lab of
Magic Menus, and Jason is a lab
technician for the Indiana
Department of Health. They reside
in Indianapolis, Indiana.
Brent Underwood '95 and Keila Whittaker '95 were
united in marriage July 29, 1995 at North Baptist
Church in Corning, New York. After enjoying a cruise
to the Bahamas, the couple reside in Dublin, Ohio.
Brent works at the Herald Christian Bookstore, and
Keila is a substitute teacher.
Bill '74 and Leslie Leapline Potter '75 celebrate the
birth of Jackson Daniel on October 7, 1995. Jackson is
welcomed home by five sisters and two brothers—
Brandon (16), Ellie (14), Dabney (12), Lydia (10),
Clair (8), Olivia (6), and Davis (4). In addition to his
responsibilities as a salesman, Bill enjoys teaching
American history at Williamsburg Christian School in
Virginia.
Mike '80 and Donna Ford Aiken '86 joyfully
announce the birth of Emily Caitlin on August 26, 1995.
The Aikens reside in Goldsboro, North Carolina.
Wayne '81N and Audrey Cunningham Cahilly '79N
rejoice in the birth of Meghan Ruth on September 25,
1995. Meghan is eagerly welcomed by Erin (10),
Peter (8), Sean (5), and Ryan (3). The Cahilly family
resides in Dumont, New Jersey.
Cindy Robb Williams '80 and her husband, Robert,
celebrate the arrival of Sarah Katherine on August 24,
1995. Sarah joins a sister, Rachel (3), in Loveland,
Colorado. Cindy and Rob met in a singles Bible study
and were married in 1990.
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Tom Ahlgrim '82 and his wife, Kim, welcome the
arrival of Blake Spencer. Blake joined a sister, Brianna
(4), on August 8, 1995. Tom is the manager of student
accounts for Cedarville College.
Mark Morley '82 and his wife, Pam, praise God for the
birth of Marissa Mae on August 23, 1995. Marissa joins
Matthew (4) and Michelle (3) at home in Olathe, Kansas.
Robin Jessup Bolds '83 and her husband, Bob '85N,
joyfully welcome a daughter, Victoria Lynn. Born
August 17, 1995, she joins her parents in Mount Vernon,
Ohio.
Steve '83 and Beth Dawson Fuller '89N and their son,
Joshua (3), are delighted to welcome Brant Wesley, born
March 30, 1995. The Fullers have moved from
Lakeland, Florida to Buford, Georgia.
Glenn Gordon '84 and his wife, Julie, share their
happiness in the birth of Joel Alexander on April 25,
1995. Joel joins Paul (5), Mark (3), and Luke (2) at home
in Normal, Illinois. Glenn is an analyst with State Farm
Insurance.
Carolyn Tippett '84 and her husband, Gary, delight in
the arrival of Nathaniel Gary on September 5, 1995.
Sisters Amanda (7) and Amy (5) welcome him to their
home in Harbor Springs, Michigan.
Glen '85 and Karen Van Dommelen Brown '88 share
their joy in the birth of Noah Michael on January 11,
1995. He joins Caleb (4) and Josiah (2) at home in
Columbus, Ohio. While Glen works in distribution for
United Stationers, Karen is a homemaker.
Gary '85 and Carole Roland Coiro '86
are blessed with a son, Jordan Thomas,
born May 3, 1995. Jordan is lovingly
welcomed by Courtney (5), Brooke (3),
and Daniel (2). Gary is assistant pastor at
Grace Baptist Church in Westerville,
Ohio.
Randy Cook '85 and his wife, Beth,
delight in the birth of Justin Randall on September 20,
1995. The Cooks reside in Morley, Michigan.
Richard Manuel '85 and his wife, Ellen,
rejoice in the arrival of Ezekiel Jackson on
June 27, 1995. Zeke was welcomed by a
brother, Luke (1), and a labrador, Harley.
Rik is a defense contractor in the Omaha,
Nebraska area.
Lawrence '85 and Diane Regnier
Reichard '85 joyfully welcome Nathan
Allan to their home in Edgewater, Maryland. Born
September 22, 1995, Nathan joins Kelsey (5),
Brittani (4), and Joshua (2).
DeMaurice Smith '85 and his wife,
Karen, celebrate the arrival of Elizabeth
Marie on September 11, 1995. De is an
assistant United States attorney in
Washington, D.C. He also serves as a
member of the Cedarville College alumni
council. The Smiths reside in
Kensington, Maryland.
Jeff '85 and Kathleen Kirby Ulmer '85 praise God for
His gift of Connor Stanley, born August 4, 1995. Connor
and Kenton (2) reside with their parents in Greenwood,
Indiana.
Ellen Spencer Ziegler '85 and her
husband, Mark, celebrate the birth of
Spencer Allen on May 3, 1995. Spencer
was born at home in Norton, Ohio, and
joins Stephen (7), Ashley (6),
John-Mark (4), and Amber (2). Ellen
home-schools the two older children, and —
Mark is part-owner of Storage Buildings Unlimited.
Rebecca Snyder O'Dell '86 and her husband, Greg '89,
gladly welcome a daughter, Mesha Rae, born May 2,
1995. Becky cares for Mesha and sister Jerusha (3) at
home in Struthers, Ohio. A recent graduate of Dallas
Theological Seminary, Greg is associate pastor at
Evangel Baptist Church in Youngstown, Ohio.
Frank '86 and Carolyn Patrick Terkelsen '86 rejoice
in the birth of a daughter, Ruth Joy. Ruth joined sisters
Audrey (4) and Lillian (2) on December 27, 1994. The
Terkelsens reside in Danbury, Connecticut.
Thurm '87 and Lisa Henry Payton '87 joyfully
announce the arrival of Margaret Elizabeth on July 27,
1995. Brother Drew is thrilled to welcome Maggie to
their home in Haslett, Michigan.
Steve '87 and Robin Stockham Walter '86 celebrate
the birth of Nathan Nelson on July 10, 1995. He is gladly
welcomed by a brother, Sam (3).
Jeff '87 and Jennifer Lenhart VeStrand '89 celebrate
the birth of Sydney Paige on August 25, 1995. Living in
Morgantown, Pennsylvania, Jeff and Jennifer enjoy
another daughter, Brooke (3).
Jeanne McCarrell Jackson '88 and her husband,
David, share their happiness in the birth of Margaret
Beth on June 1, 1994. David and Jeanne also enjoy
daughters Hannah (5) and Grace (3). David has finished
a fellowship in infectious diseases and is employed by
Medical and Renal Consultants. The Jacksons reside in
Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
Scot '88 and Tina Skiver Schieferstein '87 gladly
welcome Jules Miles to their home in Wyoming,
Michigan. Born September 22, 1995, Jules joins a brother,
Jean-Luc (3). Scot is employed by Kregel Bookstore and
by Office Depot, while Tina works for Kregel
Publications out of their home.
Steve '89 and Sherri Hannay Gerhardt '88
are blessed with a son, Daniel Stephen.
Daniel was born July 28, 1995, and joins his
family in Lansing, Michigan.
Trenton '89 and Dana Lachmiller Stokes
'89 rejoice in the arrival of a son, Shaun
Elliot, on August 31, 1995. The Stokes reside in Garland,
Texas with another son, Brent.
Dan '88 and Terri Mackenzie
Shepherd '88 praise God for the birth
of Andrew Christian on January 6,
1995. Andrew joins two sisters,
Rachel (5) and Maia (3), at home in
Indianapolis, Indiana.
Brenda Baird Macbeth '89N and her
husband, Michael, happily welcome
the birth of a daughter, Jordyn Read,
on July 7, 1995. The Macbeths reside in Sanford, Florida.
Paul '89 and Brenda Sutliff Reid '88
rejoice in the birth of Natalie Suzanne
on June 29, 1995. After seven years of
teaching, Brenda will care for Natalie at
home in Huntingdon Valley,
Pennsylvania. Paul is a computer
programmer at Cardon Industries.
Loren '89 and Sue Moyer Tucker '89
share their delight in the arrival of
Kristianna Joy on May 10, 1995. She
joins a brother, David, at home in
Freeport, Illinois.
Angela Huested Foster '90 and her
husband, Jerry, are blessed in the birth
of Morgan René on September 4, 1995.
Before her maternity leave, Angela was
a public health nurse with the Genesee
County Health Department. Jerry is a computer analyst
with Plexus Corporation. They reside in Goodrich,
Michigan.
Kim Wisdom Horton '90 and her husband, Gerry '92,
are pleased to welcome Andrew Reese, born August 25,
1995. Gerry and Kim are active with the youth in Bible
Fellowship Church, in Greenville, Ohio.
Dawn Smith Monzon '90 and her husband, Juan,
celebrate the arrival of Ashley Marie on June 28, 1995.
She joins a brother, Wesley (1). Dawn and Juan are
missionaries in Asuncion, Paraguay.
Duane Priddy '90 and his wife, Alisa, share their joy in
the birth of Ashley Marie on August 5, 1995. A senior
research chemist with Bayer Corporation, Duane and
Alisa will complete a two-year foreign assignment in
Germany.
Ferrol Rinehart '90 and her husband, Fred '95, glady
announce the birth of Hannah Michele on May 16, 1995.
Hannah joins sisters Shaela (3) and Alyssa (2). The
Rineharts reside in Galion, Ohio.
Cary Shaw '90 and his wife, Kathy, are delighted to
welcome Kerianne Katherine, born February 8, 1995.
Cary is athletic director and teacher at Twin Tiers Baptist
High School in New York. A teacher as well, Kathy cares
for their daughter at home in Elmira, New York.
LeAnn Barenscheer Wafford '90
and her husband, Greg '91, have been
blessed by the birth of their second
child, Midi Sue, born July 21, 1995.
The Waffords reside in Aurora,
Indiana, where Greg has been a youth
pastor for four years.
Ryan '91 and Monica James Bowen '92
rejoice in the arrival of Zachary Ryan on
July 10, 1995. Zachary was born nine
weeks prematurely while the Bowens
were on vacation in Indiana. Zachary
came home one month later and
continues to do well. Ryan is a systems
engineer supervisor with EDS, while
Monica cares for Zachary at home in Leesburg, Virginia.
Doug Holtz '91N and his wife, Amy, are pleased to
announce the birth of Ashlynne Eileen on May 30, 1995.
Residents of Xenia, Ohio, Doug and Amy also enjoy a
son, Caleb (2).
Kim Pierce Hoyt '91 and her huband, Steve, welcome
their first child, Cassaundra Noel. Cassi was born January
19, 1995 and joins her family in Galloway, Ohio. Kim
teaches German for Maranatha Christian Schools in
Columbus. Steve works for Pilot Dogs, Inc.
Joseph '91 and Bethany Williams Mason '91 are
delighted with the birth of Abigail Anne on October 2,
1995. The Masons own and operate a dairy farm in
Neillsville, Wisconsin.
Andy '91 and Christine Michael Mitchell '91 share their
joy in the birth of Samuel David on September 5, 1995.
The Mitchells live in Covington, Kentucky.
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During the summer of 1995, nine tennis courts were
installed north of the campus track. These new
courts, three of which are lighted, will better meet the
needs of the college tennis teams and student
recreational activities. Joint practices by the men's
and women's teams will allow for more student
access. These courts will also allow the tennis
program to host conference tournaments. Come
cheer on the Lady Jackets at home for the Mid-Ohio
Conference Tournament May 2-3, 1996!
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Students returned for the 1995-96 school year and found
several changes around the campus. With the progress of
the new Ministry Center construction during the summer
months, the building began to appear in the form of support
pillars, floors, and cement walls. Work continued on the
boulevard leading to The Ministry Center. Two new
residence halls-McKinney Hall for women and McChesney
Hall for men-house students. Each room is complete with
a Pentium computer. Numerous buildings received new
carpeting, paint, wallpaper, or other appearance upgrades.
Mark '91 and Cheryl Steiner Warnshuis '92 joyfully
announce the arrival of Rachael Anne on September 20,
1994. Mark and Cheryl reside in Edinboro,
Pennsylvania.
Paul '94 and Kim Stitzel Pirrie '95
praise God for the arrival of Benjamin
Steven on August 2, 1995. Paul is a
computer teacher for grades four
through eight in West Jefferson, Ohio.
The Pirries reside in Springfield, Ohio.
Patricia Sturdevant '70 passed away October 6, 1995.
She was a resident of Union City, Pennsylvania.
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Dennis Bellew '65 and his wife, Frances, are missionaries
at Bluewater Bible Institute in St. Thomas, Virgin Islands.
When Hurricanes Luis and Marilyn struck the islands in
mid-September 1995, the Institute was hit hard-the
chapel was destroyed; the computer lab was wiped out;
other buildings suffered extensive damage. The Bellews
lost the roof from their house and many of their books.
Missionary pilot Don Holland '69N was able to lend
assistance, bringing materials from Puerto Rico. Those at
Bluewater Institute request much prayer, as the recovery
from this tragedy will take some time. The Bellews share
that God is good and has "spared us some of the sorrows
experienced by others."
THE SECOND GENERATION
Alumni are some of our most faithful recruiters for 
current students, and many parents and grandparents are
delighted when their students choose to attend their alma mater-Cedarville College. We asked all students
whose parents or grandparents are alumni of Cedarville to be pictured for the Inspire. Presenting...
SENIORS JUNIORS
Row 1: Janine Pinkley (Dale Pinkley, Sr. '69N), Lisa Radcliff (Larry 70 &
Joan Miller Radcliff '71), Julie Brower (Dan '68 & Nancy Norton Brower '69),
Jenny Mosby (Gwen Stewart Mosby '70), Lynette Strong (Tom '72 &
Norma Schwarm Strong '71), Lorena Finley (Gordon '65 & Bess Murphy
Finley '65), Amy Gathany (Andrew '70 & Sheila Jones Gathany '70)
Row 2: Racha Acton (Dan Acton '71), Susie Rooke (John '72 & Connie
Walker Rooke '71), Debbie Davidson (Don '65N & Dorothy Lightly
Davidson '65N), Andy Biddle (Calvin '68 & Roberta McInnes Biddle '68),
Eric Anderson (Lyle '70 & Connie Clark Anderson '73), Dave Baker (Ron
Baker '69)
Row 3: Lynda Gavitt (LeRoy Gavitt '69), Stephen Jackson (Paul
Jackson '67), Jason Roioff (Val Roloff '65), Bryan Jefferies (Bill '69 & Barb
Abuhl Jefferies '69), Todd Lane (Rod Lane '64), Jamie French (Gary '71 &
Suzanne Slater French '78)
Not Pictured: Dawn Allen (Don Allen '72), Doug Ashley (Vance Ashley '67), Amy Awabdy (Judy
Siplock Awabdy '64), Shannon Barnard (Norman '67 & Louise Statesman Barnard '67), Nell Brown
(Steve Brown '67), Jacqueline Burkholder (John '706 Rita Millikin Burkholder '64), Matt Gaffner
(Dave '698 Marlene Schonscheck Gartner '68), Jack Goodenough (Ervin Goodenough '69N), Julie
Griffeth (Esther Schulz Griffeth 73), Hannah Haffey (David '69 & Debbie Bush Haffey '68), Ryan
Huebner (Glen '68N & Tanis McDaniel Huebner 71), Todd Jenista (Frank '68 & Barbara Lepine
Jenista '70), Erin Killian (Larry '64 & Lois Kennedy Killian '63), Jason Kinniburgh (Dan '69 & Carol
Bearer Kinniburgh '69), Lisa Lough (Jett '726 Debbi Durham Lough '77), Steve Mays (Loren
Mays '71), Jared Mills (Sylvia Wing Mills '65), Jeff Nelson (David '72 & Rebecca Hull Nelson '72),
Tim Nickles (Norm '64 & Evelyn Thorns Nickles '64), Michelle Perry (David Perry '65N), Lori
Phipps (Jim '68 & Pat Bonzo Phipps '70), Amy Powley (Bob Powley 72), Betsy Shearer (Byron '68
& Libby Ross Shearer 70), James Spaulding (James 72 & Wilma Hopkins Spaulding 72N), Julie
Stafford (Nancy Buerer Jones '65), Troy Terrill (Doug '67 & Linda Terrill '69N), Tricia Walker
(Dick 74N & Linda Madsen Walker 71), Rebecca Wilkins (Charles '666 Carolyn Burcham
Wilkins '68N)
SOPHOMORES
Row 1: Lori Anderson (Lyle '70 & Connie Clark Anderson '73), Alissa
Whitten (Cheryl Steenburg Whitten '69N), Amy Butcher (Preston
Butcher '70), Melany Trimble (Mark '67 & Beth Ziegler Trimble '67), Chad
Butler (Donna Simpson Butler '68), Elizabeth Stone (Thomas Stone '67)
Row 2: Joseph Williams (Jim '71 & Connie Averitt Williams '71), Gary
Leach (Eunice Anderson Leach '67), Scott ice (Larry '71 & Pat Flowers
Ice '78N), Greg Edlund (Alan Edlund '77), Zach Ruffin (Dan '70 & Charlotte
Willis Ruffin '72)
Row 3: Samuel Olsen (Sam '70 & Judy Price Olson '71N), Brian Jones
(Nancy Towle Jones '69), Andrew Marshall (Steve Marshall '67), Nate
Auffort (Bob '64 & Luann Mundhenk Auffort '65), Paul Weaver (Gary '76 &
Raynell White Weaver '74N)
Not Pictured: Bart Allen (Larry '72 & Nancy Leapline Allen 70), Beth Amos (Andy Amos '73),
Nathan Battaglia (Mike Battaglia 77N), Jim Blumenstock (Rich Blumenstock '63), Chris Campbell
(Jack 73N & Fran Chambers Campbell '72), Sharron Combs (Mark '658 Gay Williams Combs '68N),
Larry Davis (Larry '698 Janis Martin Davis '70), Heather Edwards (Jonathan '658 Janice Addleman
Edwards '65), John Filson (Earl Filson 76), Kelly Geist (Dale '72N & Julie Hoerath Geist 71), Jamie
Hand (Fred Hand '83), William Hoffman (William '72N & Mary Lou Dunkin Hoffman 72N), Dustin
Hughes (Clyde Hughes '74), Danette McCullough (Max '708 Carol Hare McCullough '69), Kristi
Mitchell (David Mitchell 75), Joshua Nelson (David 728 Becky Hull Nelson 72), Nathan Ober
(Dennis Ober '66N), Scott Percher (George Parcher 71), Jim Patten (Randy '71 & Cindy Cartner
Patten '70), Dave Pierce (Linda Walton Pierce '76), Lisa Radcliff (Larry '708 Joan Miller Radcliff '71),
Lod Skillman (Jon '67 & Katie Griffin Skillman '69), David Southwell (David 70 & Evelyn Hare
Southwell 70), Jackie Stauffer (James Stauffer '90N)
FRESHMEN
Row 1: Jean Estes (Steve '75 & Wendy Montgomery Estes '76), Brooke
Spieth (Ron '71 & Linda Browning Spieth '71), Aaron Hutchison (John
Hutchison '75), Lisa Branon (David '73 & Sue Tuttle Branon '74N),
Rebecca Southwell (Dave '70 & Evelyn Hare Southwell '70), Julia Boertie
(Darwin Boertje '70), Aimee Greenwood (Tim '73 & Jan Spradlin
Greenwood '73), Amy Volpe (Shirley Stoudt Volpe '73)
Row 2: Brenda Johnson (Donald Johnson '64), Jim Amstutz (Bill '71 &
Nancy Ross Amstutz '73N), Abigail Brown (Jonathan '68 & Carolyn
Homan Brown '69), Becky Lakes (Vic '72 & Corrine Dunon Lakes '71N),
Elizabeth Rogers (Rex '74 & Sarah Stone Rogers '74), Jill Gerber
(Lonnie '71 & Joleen Byers Gerber '74), Mark Warren (David '64 & Pat
Schonscheck Warren '63), Chris Strychalski (Chuck '72N & Debbie
Edwards Strychalski '74N)
Row 3: Philip Wallis (Nelson '69 & Karen Patterson Wallis '67), Matthew
Beck (David '71 & Phyllis Codr Beck '73N), Nathan Houk (Connie Fitch
Houk '83), David Rooke (John '72 & Connie Walker Rooke '71), Beth
Gaff ner (David '69 & Marlene Schonscheck Gaff ner '68), Randall Strong
(Tom '72 & Norma Schwarrn Strong '71), Josh Amos (Andy Amos '73),
Mark Wood (Robert '73N & Susan Nauman Wood '73N)
Not Pictured: Laura Abraham (Shideen Morrow Abraham 71), Janette Baker (Rodney 726
Monica Zimmerman Baker '72), Stacy Brewer (Gary Brewer '84), Joel Elmore (Floyd Elmore '77),
Todd Erickson (Linda Wintrow Erickson '68), Janne Gottwals (Dianne Chaffe Gothvals '69), Ben
Haffey (David '69 & Debbie Bush Haffey '68), John Hughes (Clyde Hughes '74), Jennifer Jeremiah
(David '63 & Donna Thompson Jeremiah '63), Joshua Lunney (Robert Lunney '71), Joshua
Overholt (Steven 74 & Rebecca Canine Overholt '74), Becky Patten (Randy 71 & Cindy Gartner
Patten '70), Chris Perry (David Perry '65N), Andy Sommerfeld (Phil Sommerteld 70), Holly Wilson
(Doug '77N & Linda Carlton Wilson '77N), Marla Yoder (Ron Yoder 73N)
Row 1: Lisa Walker (Stuart '71 & Andrea Houchin Walker '72), Trisha
Johnson (grandparents- Walter '39 & Jean Elliott Johnson '41), Rebecca
Van Loon (Kenneth Van Loon '75), Jeanne Carlton (Kenneth Carlton '74),
Shannah Campbell (Jack '75 & Fran Chambers Campbell '72), Josh
Strychalski (Paul '73 & Mary Ann Walker Strychalski 74), John Ward
(Ed '76 & Susan Johnson Ward '76)
Row 2: Sara Romang (Karen Mulder Romang '74), Andrea Dieringer
(Dennis '71 & Joyce Mohler Dieringer '74N), Abigail Manage (Michael '77 &
Colleen Ryan Manage '68N), Sheri Phipps (James '68 & Pat Bonzo
Phipps '70), Heather French (Gary '71 & Suzanne Slater French '78),
Selena Samuelson (James '72N & Leslie Good Samuelson '73), Rebecca
Vanderground (James '69N & Ruth Dunn Vanderground '66)
Row 3: Joel Couture (Jonathan '77 & Sarah Griffeth Couture '74), Jason
Overturf (Roger '75 & Linda Franson Overturf '77N), Rebecca Kniowski
(Beverly Ziegler Kniowski '75), Jon McGinnis (Tom McGinnis '69), Joseph
McGinnis (Tom McGinnis '69), Shauna Summers (Jane Tibbett
Summers '67N)
Row 4: Dale Pinkley, Jr. (Dale Pinkley, Sr. '69N), Jeremy Howard (Lynn '73
& Melinda McNiece Howard '71), Tom Mullins (Thomas Mullins '73N)
Row 5: Kevin Boblitt (Terry '68 & Janice Hites Boblitt '68), Scott Hubble
(Paul '72 & Cathy Endres Hubble '73), Dan Bosworth (Tim '71 & Rita
DeAtley Bosworth '71)
Not Pictured: Dawn Albertson (Clayton Albertson 74), Johannah Conant (John '728 Patricia
Whitaker Conant '71), Rebecca Rawl (Roger Fissel '72N), Noah Fitzsimmons (Sarah Jones
Fitzsimmons '77N), Erin French (Gerald '686 Lavonne Shaw French '66), Keith Hague II (Keith 73
Maxine Augsburger Hague '69), Jared Henniger (James Henniger '69N), Jennifer Hoffman
(William '72N & Mary Lou Dunkin Hoffman '72N), Hannah Lakes (Vic '72 & Corrine Duhon Lakes
'71N), Jennifer McCollister (Steve McCallister '74), Joseph Mellish (Ron '70 & Christine Meyer
Mellish 72), Sarah Ober (Dennis Ober '66N), Ben Peterson (Gene 73 & Marylynne Grable
Peterson '69), Steven Strong (Larry '77N & Mellanie Andrus Strong '78N)
We have attempted to include all second and third generation students in this article. If your
student is not mentioned in this listing, please call the Alumni Office at 1-800-837-2566.
Nancy LaBonte Blackwell '86 and her husband, Marc,
praise God for His call on their lives. With hearts
burdened for the people of South Africa, Nancy and Marc
will serve with the Association of Baptists for World
Evangelism (ABWE).
Timothy Good '86 and his wife, Virginia, were
commissioned on April 23, 1995, to be sent as
missionaries to Poland. The Goods will serve with Word
of Life International, ministering in youth camps and with
local church teen groups. Timothy and Virginia enjoy two
children, Matthew (3) and Elizabeth (1).
Steve '91 and Kara McGinnis Murphy '95 are
preparing to serve the Lord as missionaries in Romania.
Steve and Kara have been on several short-term missions
trips, including Brazil and Colombia. Both are actively
involved in ministry at Southgate Baptist Church in
Springfield, Ohio. The Murphys cherish their son,
Richard (1).
David '91 and Wendy Boice Weaver '91 are excited
about the opportunity to serve God as a family. As new
missionaries with ABWE, Dave, Wendy, and their son,
Jonathan (1), are headed for the field of Italy. Both Dave
and Wendy participated in MIS trips while they were
students at Cedarville College.
The
Cedarville College
Holy Land
Tour Of Israel
March 11-21, 1996
Enjoy! The excitement of wandering
through the Promised Land and standing
in the place your favorite Bible characters
once stood.
Experience! The thrill of standing on
the summit of the Mount of Olives,
exploring the wonders of Jerusalem,
sailing the Sea of Galilee, and
worshipping at the site of the Garden
Tomb.
Appreciate! Five Star or First Class
hotels; available academic or CEU credit.
Dr. Robert Gromacki, distinguished
professor of Bible and Greek, is an
experienced Israel program leader. He is
among the best qualified to provide
inspirational and insightful lessons on the
sites where the biblical events occurred.
Dr. Martin Clark, vice president for
development at Cedarville, will serve as
tour host.
Plan now to join us for
an unforgettable journey
to the lands of the Bible.
Call the Development Office at
513-766-7810
for more information.
CEDARVILLE
COLLEGE
P.O. Box 601, Cedarville, Ohio 45314
513-766-2211 FAX 513-766-2760
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Through this primary entrance, one
enters the Alumni Hall, a spacious
lobby which wraps the southern and
eastern edges of The Ministry Center.
A bridge will span a small portion of
Cedar Lake, leading up to this
entrance.
The 250-seat recital hall gives students
majoring in music and speech a more
intimate atmosphere in which to give
their recitals, as well as providing the
College more flexibility in offering
appropriate facilities for guest lecturers
and artists.
Faculty studios will be housed under
these beams, providing first-class
facilities for one-on-one instruction
in instrumental and vocal music.
Almost 400 students, both music
and non-music majors, take
advantage of private lessons.
.1. *0.
lumni can anticipate hearing more about The Ministry Center currently under
construction. With a 1995 fall enrollment of 2,454 students, the completion of
this building will serve to gather the entire college family for chapel, provide
needed space for music faculty and classrooms, and house the Christian
Ministries department. Currently, the fund-raising effort for this $15 million
project totals $9.2 million from friends, alumni, faculty, staff, and churches.
Graduates received a 12-minute video describing The Ministry Center project,
and an announcement made during the All-Alumni Chapel on Homecoming Weekend invited
alumni to support this tremendous effort. Gifts of all sizes are important to the successful
conclusion of this project. Dr. Dixon excitedly shared with alumni, "Should God tarry, this time
next year we will be putting the finishing touches on The Ministry Center, and we will begin the
1996-97 academic year bringing everyone in the college family together in this facility during
Homecoming. God certainly does give exceedingly and abundantly above all we could ask or
think." He concluded, "I challenge each of you, as we see this building take shape daily, to utter a
prayer of thanksgiving to God. He surely is the master architect and builder of this project."
Acoustically designed for voice, the choral
room perfectly accommodates the practice
needs of the Music Department's Concert
Chorale, Oratorio Chorus, and other ensembles
such as the Men's Glee Club and Women's
Chorus. With over 200 students involved in
such groups, a dedicated facility is necessary.
The Chapel portion of The Ministry
Center will seat 3,400 initially,
expandable to 4,000. The slanted beams
indicate the balcony portion of the
Chapel.
